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Abstract: Oscillations in global modes of variability (MoVs) form global teleconnections that affect
regional climate variability and modify the potential for severe and damaging weather conditions.
Understanding the link between certain MoVs and regional climate can improve the ability to more
accurately predict environmental conditions that impact human life and health. In this study, we
explore the connection between different MoVs, including the Arctic oscillation (AO), Eurasian
teleconnection, Indian Ocean dipole (IOD), North Atlantic oscillation (NAO), and El Niño southern
oscillation (Nino34), with winter and summer climates in the High Mountain Asia (HMA) region,
including geopotential height at 250 hPa (z250), 2 m air temperature (T2M), total precipitation
(PRECTOT), and fractional snow cover area (fSCA). Relationships are explored for the same monthly
period between the MoVs and the climate variables, and a lagged correlation analysis is used to
investigate whether any relationship exists at different time lags. We find that T2M has a negative
correlation with the Eurasian teleconnection in the Inner Tibetan Plateau and central China in both
winter and summer and a positive correlation in western China in summer. PRECTOT has a positive
correlation with all MoVs in most regions in winter, especially with the IOD, and a negative correlation
in summer, especially with the Eurasian teleconnection. Snow cover in winter is positively correlated
with most indices throughout many regions in HMA, likely due to wintertime precipitation also
being positively correlated with most indices. Generally, the AO and NAO show similar correlation
patterns with all climate variables, especially in the winter, possibly due to their oscillations being so
similar. Furthermore, the AO and NAO are shown to be less significant in explaining the variation
in HMA climate compared to other MoVs such as the Eurasian teleconnection. Overall, our results
identify different time windows and specific regions within HMA that exhibit high correlations
between climate and MoVs, which might offer additional predictability of the MoVs as well as of
climate and weather patterns in HMA and throughout the globe.

Keywords: teleconnections; High Mountain Asia; modes of variability; geopotential height; temperature;
precipitation; snow cover

1. Introduction
1.1. The Importance of High Mountain Asia

High Mountain Asia (HMA) is considered to be Earth’s third pole and one of its main
“water towers” [1]. HMA has been hypothesized to influence global weather patterns
through its impact on teleconnections [2]. Global modes of variability (MoVs) have been
shown to influence weather and climate for HMA and the surrounding region. For in-
stance, [3,4] demonstrated the importance of the Eurasian teleconnection in driving the
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planetary-scale Rossby-wave propagation that causes the intraseasonal variability over
central Asia and the northern part of India. Other studies have investigated climate vari-
ations over HMA by the impact of the Indian Ocean dipole (IOD) and El Niño southern
oscillation (Nino34) [5–8], the North Atlantic oscillation (NAO) [9,10], the central Indian
Ocean mode [11], and the boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation [12,13]. The influence
of global MoVs on weather patterns within the HMA region has not been thoroughly
investigated historically, but such studies are becoming more common [2,12–16].

1.2. Previous Studies on MoVs and HMA

Studies that have investigated relationships between MoVs and climate patterns in
HMA include Jiang et al. (2014) [12] and Hatsuzuka et al. (2017) [13], who looked at the
northward propagation of the boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation, which originates in
the northern Indian Ocean and tends to dissipate near the foot of the Himalayas and brings
high humidity along the southern slope of the Himalayas and Tibetan Plateau, leading to
enhanced precipitation events. Yu and Zhou (2004) [14] examined the impacts of winter
NAO on cooling trends over subtropical Eurasia and found a high correlation in March
between positive NAO values and lower temperatures within HMA. Lü et al. (2008) [15]
investigated the Arctic oscillation (AO) and the autumn/winter snow depth over the
Tibetan Plateau and found that there is a high positive correlation in winter and a high
negative correlation in autumn months. Jiang et al. (2019) [16] explored the impacts of the
IOD and Nino34 on snow depth over the Tibetan Plateau and found that there were high
positive correlations in December, especially during certain years. Specifically, this study
found that in the winter of 1997–1998, there was a simultaneous increase in the IOD and
the Nino34 indices as well as a corresponding increase in snow depth, indicating that the
IOD and Nino34 may have more impact on snow depth over the Tibetan Plateau when
they are both anomalously positive. Wu and Qian (2003) [17] investigated the relationship
between the Tibetan winter snow and the Asian summer monsoon and rainfall and found
that in low snow years, there is high rainfall over south and southeast Asia, and, in heavy
snow years, the opposite occurs.

1.3. The Simultaneous Investigation of Multiple MoVs and Climate Variables in HMA

Although various studies have been conducted to explore relationships between MoVs
and climate or weather in HMA, there are no studies to the best of our knowledge that
simultaneously investigate the relationships between different MoVs and all the climate
variables included in our study, such as temperature, precipitation, and snow. We hy-
pothesize that it is important to investigate these three variables simultaneously since
temperature and precipitation can directly impact snow; therefore, these variables are
linked to the climate system. In this study, we aim to explore five MoVs that have been
hypothesized to influence weather and climate regimes over HMA and their relationships
with four climate variables in the region. These MoVs include the AO, Eurasian teleconnec-
tion, IOD, NAO, and Nino34. The hydrometeorologically important climate variables to be
explored in this study include geopotential height at 250 hPa (z250), 2 m air temperature
(T2M), total precipitation (PRECTOT), and fractional snow cover area (fSCA). We calculate
first-order correlations between each of the MoVs and each of the climate variables to
identify regional relationships (e.g., [16]) and the potential predictability of the weather
and climate patterns of the variables of interest (e.g., [18]).

The questions addressed in this study are as follows: (1) What regions have a sta-
tistically significant relationship between climate variables and MoVs? (2) What are the
implications of any relationships found for both scientific understanding as well as for
predictability on weather, seasonal, or climate timescales? The investigation was com-
pleted for winter (December, January, February, or DJF) and summer (June, July, August,
or JJA) seasons since these seasons are important for snow cover extent in HMA and the
Indian summer monsoon. To address these questions, it was important to investigate how
large-scale atmospheric patterns, as expressed through the geopotential height anomalies
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at 250 hPa, or z250, affect the impact of MoVs on weather and climate in HMA. Therefore,
the z250 data were obtained for a much larger domain than the HMA region because it was
hypothesized that any apparent large-scale patterns that can impact the HMA region can
be much farther away (potentially 1000s of km).

The paper is set up as follows: Section 2 will discuss the HMA region and the materials
and the methods used to conduct this analysis, Section 3 will present an overview of the
correlation results, Section 4 will provide a discussion of the main findings and their
implications for the broader community, and Section 5 will summarize our conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

The data in this study describing the MoVs were obtained from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL) Physical
Sciences Laboratory, and the data for the climate variables were obtained from the Modern-
Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications, version 2 (MERRA-2; [19]). The
next sections explain these datasets in more detail. The abbreviations used in this study are
explained in Table 1.

Table 1. Abbreviations used in this study. Note: The total precipitation variable listed here is
“PRECTOT”, but, as indicated in the text, the variable from MERRA-2 that is used to represent total
precipitation is the corrected version, or “PRECTOTCORR”.

Abbreviation Name

MoV Mode of Variability
HMA High Mountain Asia
AO Arctic Oscillation
Eurasian Eurasian Teleconnection
IOD Indian Ocean Dipole
NAO North Atlantic Oscillation
Nino34 El Niño Southern Oscillation
z250 Geopotential Height at 250 hPa
T2M 2 m Air Temperature
PRECTOT Total Precipitation
fSCA Fractional Snow Cover Area

2.1. Modes of Variability

MoVs can affect global and regional climates on different spatial and temporal scales,
have important impacts on human activities and ecosystems, and are a useful tool for
simplifying the understanding of the climate system [20]. This section briefly describes
each of the five MoVs investigated here. The monthly data used to represent the AO,
Eurasian teleconnection, IOD, NAO, and Nino34 were obtained directly from the NOAA
ESRL database (http://psl.noaa.gov/; accessed on 1 July 2021) for the period January
1981–December 2020. The five timelines are shown in Figure 1.

The AO is an oscillation of atmospheric pressure between the Arctic and the mid-
latitudes of the North Pacific and North Atlantic. The AO is an important mode of climate
variability for the Northern Hemisphere [21] because when the AO is strongly positive,
a strong mid-latitude jet stream steers storms northward, reducing cold air outbreaks in
the mid-latitudes, which can include the HMA region. The Eurasian teleconnection is one
of the major MoVs in the Northern Hemisphere winter and features a mid-tropospheric,
west–east-oriented wave train over Eurasia [22]. This pattern may be the most important
mid-tropospheric teleconnection pattern of the interannual variations of the East Asian
winter monsoon [23]. The IOD, also known as the Indian Niño, is an irregular oscillation of
sea surface temperatures in which the western Indian Ocean becomes alternately warmer
(positive phase) and then colder (negative phase) than the eastern part of the ocean. The
IOD affects the strength of monsoons over the Indian subcontinent [24]. The NAO is a
close relative of the AO [21] and is commonly defined as a weather phenomenon over

http://psl.noaa.gov/
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the North Atlantic Ocean of fluctuations in the difference of atmospheric pressure at sea
level between the Icelandic Low and the Azores High. It has been suggested that the
NAO influences the strength and direction of westerly winds and the location of storm
tracks across the North Atlantic [25]. The Nino34 (also commonly known as ENSO) is
an episodic departure from expected sea surface temperatures in the equatorial Pacific
Ocean [20]. These warmer or cooler-than-normal ocean temperatures can affect weather
patterns around the world by influencing high- and low-pressure systems, winds, and
precipitation. Nino34 is the largest source of interannual climate variability on a global
scale and arises from interactions between the ocean and the atmosphere in the tropical
Pacific [20], and may bring much-needed moisture to a region while causing extremes of
too much or too little water in others.
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Figure 1. Global modes of variability (MoVs) investigated in this study, shown on a monthly timescale.
The years explored for each index span from January 1981 to December 2020. The timelines shown
above are the (A) Arctic Oscillation (AO), (B) Eurasian teleconnection, (C) Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD),
(D) North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), and (E) El Niño southern oscillation (Nino34).

2.2. Region of Focus

There are two regions of analysis in this study: a larger domain that covers 60 W–120 E
and 5 S–90 N (Figures 2 and 3) and a smaller domain that covers 65 E–105 E and 20 N-45 N
(Figures 4–9). The larger domain is used to examine spatial correlations between MoVs and
the z250 data to investigate how large-scale atmospheric patterns affect the MoVs’ impact
on weather and climate in HMA. This is because these large-scale patterns impact the HMA
region from potentially 1000s of km away. The smaller domain is used to examine spatial
correlations between MoVs and HMA climate variables, such as temperature, precipitation,
and snow cover. We refer to HMA as the region that includes parts of China, Afghanistan,
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Pakistan, Nepal, India, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Kazakhstan, and Tajikistan and stretches
across several mountain ranges, including the Himalayas, Hindu Kush, Karakoram, and
Inner Tibetan Plateau.

2.3. MERRA-2

MERRA-2 is the dataset used for investigating the climate variables in this study.
MERRA-2 is NASA’s most recent global atmospheric reanalysis product [19,26]. We ob-
tained information from MERRA-2 on four variables for the period January 1981–December
2020. The first variable we obtained from MERRA-2 was the geopotential height at 250 hPa
(H250 from the “Single-Level Diagnostics” collection; GMAO 2015a), referred to as z250
for the remainder of this paper. The second variable obtained from MERRA-2 was 2 m air
temperature (T2M from the “Single-Level Diagnostics” collection [27]). The third variable
obtained from MERRA-2 was total precipitation (PRECTOT from the “Surface Flux Diag-
nostics” collection; [28]); however, MERRA-2 uses observation-based precipitation data as
forcing for the land surface parameterization [29], and the precipitation forcing data derived
from this approach are archived as the output variable called PRECTOTCORR, which is
available as part of the “Surface Flux Diagnostics” collection [28]. For our analysis, we used
the PRECTOTCORR variable, and refer to it as PRECTOT for the remainder of this paper.
The final variable obtained from MERRA-2 was snow cover area fraction (FRSNO from the
“Land Surface Diagnostics” collection and called fSCA for the remainder of this paper; [30]).
It is important to note that the spatial resolution of the MERRA-2 data (~0.5 degrees) can
be sufficient to capture medium-to-large-scale features, but are not adequate to resolve
fine-scale features that can be present in the complex topography of the HMA region. Yet,
we chose MERRA-2 as the dataset to investigate the climate variables because it provides
spatially and temporally consistent information that other forms of data may not provide
(e.g., see Massoud et al., 2023 [18] on data coverage for the HMA region).

2.4. Correlation Tests

The relationships between the MoVs and the climate data examined in this study were
first calculated as the correlation of the long-term vector of each mode of climate variability
(monthly data from January 1981 to December 2020, as shown in Figure 1) with the time
vector in each grid cell of the climate variables of interest. Correlations were estimated using
the “corr” function in MATLAB (www.mathworks.com/help/stats/corr.html [31]; accessed
on 1 July 2021). In Figures 2 and 3, the anomalies of the z250 data are estimated to calculate
this correlation. The anomalies were estimated by removing the monthly climatology
(i.e., the long-term mean value for each calendar month throughout the length of the
available data record). For the remainder of the results, grids with less than 90% confidence
(estimated through the “corr” function p-value output) are masked out in these figures so
that the shown colors in Figures 2–9 only display regions that were significantly correlated.
In these figures, red indicates a positive correlation and blue depicts a negative correlation.

To investigate if there were any time lags that showed a higher level of correlation
between an MoV and the climate data, we also applied a time-shift on the data and tested
for lagged cross-correlations between the MoV at time t and the climate variables at time
t+lag (and t-lag), where lag is the number of months that were shifted for the correlation
analysis. This can explain, for example, how well the IOD value in December can help
predict T2M in June, how well the Nino34 value in July can predict PRECTOT one year later,
or how well the fSCA in December can help predict the Eurasian teleconnection in March.
To do this, we used the “xcorr” function in MATLAB (https://www.mathworks.com/help/
matlab/ref/xcorr.html; accessed on 1 July 2021), which is similar to the “corr” function but
applies a moving window for the time lag and computes a lagged cross-correlation for each
time window. We set a maximum time lag of 6 months to check for any lagged relationships
that may be present in the data. To generate a timeline for each climate variable that can be
used in the time-lagged cross-correlation test with the MoV data, a spatial average of the
whole domain was used for each climate variable at each time step.

www.mathworks.com/help/stats/corr.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/xcorr.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/xcorr.html
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3. Results
3.1. Correlating Modes of Climate Variability with Geopotential Height (z250)

The results in this paper are split up by season, and we separate the correlation
analysis for the winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) seasons. Figures 2 and 3 display the
results for the z250 data. In Figure 2A, information on mean wintertime z250 is shown,
with high latitudes (e.g., 40◦ N and higher) showing lower geopotential height values
of less than 10,000 m (or 10 km) and tropical latitudes showing values close to 11,000 m
(or 11 km). When estimating the correlation in each grid cell to the MoV data from Figure 1,
different regions emerged as potentially having a significant relationship. Figure 2B shows
the correlation between the AO and z250 anomalies, and the region spanning the Arctic
Ocean and Greenland shows a significant negative correlation (lower than −0.2 in most
regions and lower than −0.6 over Greenland). There is also a region that spans from the
North Atlantic through most of Europe (greater than 0.6 in some regions) and a region
in Eastern Asia (greater than 0.4) that show a pattern of positive correlation between
the AO and z250 anomalies in the winter. Figure 2C shows the correlation between
the Eurasian teleconnection and z250 anomalies in the winter, and, again, the region
over Europe has a positive correlation (greater than 0.2). There is also a broad region
spanning Russia, the Middle East, and parts of North Africa that have a negative correlation
(less than −0.4) between the Eurasian teleconnection and the z250 anomalies. Figure 2D
shows the correlation between the IOD and z250 anomalies in the winter, with all regions
in the tropics having a positive correlation (greater than 0.4). The relationship of wintertime
NAO to z250 (Figure 2E) shows a very similar pattern to that of the AO (Figure 2A), and
the relationship of wintertime Nino34 to z250 (Figure 2F) shows a very similar pattern to
that of the IOD (Figure 2D), with the only exception being in the southeast Asia region,
where a negative correlation was found (as low as −0.4).
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(F) Nino34 at each grid cell. Grids with less than 90% confidence are masked out in these figures. Red
indicates a positive correlation and blue depicts a negative correlation.
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Figure 3A shows information on mean summertime z250, with high latitudes
(e.g., 40◦ N and higher) again showing lower geopotential height values of just slightly
over 10,000 m (or 10 km) and tropical latitudes showing values higher than 11,000 m (or
11 km). Summertime z250 values were consistently higher than those in the winter. When
looking at the correlation of summertime z250 anomalies with the MoVs (Figure 3B–F),
many of the relationships are very similar to those shown for the wintertime in Figure 2.
For example, the AO (Figure 3B) and NAO (Figure 3E) show roughly an identical pattern
to their counterparts in Figure 2B,E, except for a northward shift in the positive correlation
seen over Europe and a band of negative correlation between the NAO and z250 anomalies
stretching from the Atlantic through southern Europe and into central Asia (Figure 3E).
The relationship for the IOD (Figure 3D) is also very similar to its counterpart in Figure 2,
with positive values seen throughout the globe and with an extension of positive relation-
ships throughout Europe and over Greenland (greater than 0.2). The relationship with the
Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 3C) is mostly negative throughout the domain, with a peak
over western Russia (less than −0.6). For Nino34 (Figure 3F), the tropical latitudes have a
positive correlation (greater than 0.4), with various regions having negative correlations
(e.g., North Atlantic, Mediterranean Sea, West Russia, and East Asia).
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Figure 3. Like Figure 2, but for the summertime (JJA) geopotential height at 250 hPa (z250).

3.2. Correlating Modes of Climate Variability with Temperature (T2M)

Figures 4 and 5 display the results for the T2M over the HMA region. In Figure 4A,
information on mean wintertime T2M data is shown, with high altitudes (e.g., mountain
ranges and the Inner Tibetan Plateau) exhibiting temperatures that are below freezing and
regions with low elevation (e.g., the Indian subcontinent) having higher temperatures of
up to 295 K. When determining the correlation in each grid cell to each MoV, no noticeable
regions emerged as potentially having a significant relationship with the IOD (Figure 4D).
For the AO (Figure 4B), Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 4C), and NAO (Figure 4E), there
is a negative correlation with wintertime T2M (less than −0.2) in the Hindu Kush, the
mountainous regions near Afghanistan. For the Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 4C),
there is also a region of negative correlation in the Inner Tibetan Plateau and East India
(less than −0.2). For Nino34 (Figure 4F), there is a region of positive correlation in the
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northwest portion of the domain (higher than 0.2) and a small region of negative correlation
in central China (less than −0.2).

Figure 5A shows information on mean summertime T2M in HMA, again with high
altitudes exhibiting temperatures that are close to freezing and regions with low elevation
having temperatures higher than 300 K. The AO (Figure 5B), IOD (Figure 5D), and Nino34
(Figure 5F) show no significant relationship with summertime T2M in HMA. However,
the Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 5C) shows a strong dipole, with regions near western
China having a positive correlation (greater than 0.3) and a large portion of the Inner
Tibetan Plateau and South China having a negative correlation (less than −0.4). The NAO
(Figure 5E) plot shows small regions between Afghanistan and Pakistan and in Bangladesh
that have positive correlations (greater than 0.3).
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3.3. Correlating Modes of Climate Variability with Precipitation (PRECTOT)

Figures 6 and 7 display the results for the PRECTOT over the HMA region. In
Figure 6A, information on mean wintertime PRECTOT data is shown, with regions with
high topographic variability (e.g., Hindu Kush and Karakoram) exhibiting slightly higher
precipitation rates of up to 5 mm/day and the remainder of the domain showing values
of less than 1 mm/day. When determining the correlation in each grid cell to each MoV,
no noticeable regions emerged as potentially having a significant relationship with the
Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 6C) or Nino34 (Figure 6F), except for a few regions through-
out the domain that show a positive correlation (e.g., South China for Nino34). For the AO
(Figure 6B) and NAO (Figure 6E), the patterns are very similar, with some regions in China
having positive correlations (greater than 0.2) and some regions in North China and India
having negative correlations (as low as −0.3). For the IOD (Figure 6D), there is a broad
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region through India and western China (and through the Himalayan mountain range)
that has a positive correlation (up to 0.3).
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Figure 6. Wintertime (DJF) relationship between the various MoVs explored in this study and total
precipitation (PRECTOT). (A) DJF PRECTOT from MERRA-2, with units [mm/day]. Correlation
of DJF PRECTOT with the (B) AO, (C) Eurasian teleconnection, (D) IOD, (E) NAO, and (F) Nino34
at each grid cell. Grids with less than 90% confidence are masked out. Red indicates a positive
correlation and blue depicts a negative correlation.
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Figure 7A shows information on mean summertime PRECTOT in HMA, with much
higher precipitation rates shown in the domain compared to the wintertime, mostly due
to the impacts of the Indian summer monsoon. Some regions in the Indian subcontinent
experience precipitation rates higher than 10 mm/day in the summer (Figure 7A), with
many other parts of the domain seeing rates as high as 5 mm/day. When estimating the
relationship of summertime PRECTOT with the MoVs, most relationships are significantly
negative, such as that with the Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 7C), which has a negative
correlation pattern in most of western China and the Himalayas (as low as −0.4). The other
indices have many smaller regions with negative correlation patterns, such as the NAO
(Figure 7E) and Nino34 (Figure 7F). There are also small positive correlation patterns seen
for the AO (Figure 7B) in India (higher than 0.2) and for the IOD (Figure 7D) in Bangladesh
(higher than 0.3).
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Figure 7. Like Figure 6, but for summertime (JJA) total precipitation (PRECTOT). Note: The maximum
value of PRECTOT in Figure 7A is just over 10 mm/day.

3.4. Correlating Modes of Climate Variability with Fractional Snow Cover Area (fSCA)

Figures 8 and 9 display the results for fSCA over the HMA region. In Figure 8A,
information on mean wintertime fSCA data is shown, and regions with high elevation
are shown to have noticeable fSCA values, with regions of high topographic variability
(e.g., Hindu Kush and Karakoram) exhibiting the highest fSCA values (e.g., greater than
0.35 and in some locations up to 1). When determining the correlation in each grid cell
to each MoV, no noticeable regions emerged as having a significant relationship with
the Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 8C), except for small regions of positive correlation,
e.g., the northwest part of the domain (higher than 0.2). For the other indices, many regions
of positive correlations are shown, such as for the IOD (Figure 8D) in the Himalayas and
central China (higher than 0.3) and other various regions for the AO (Figure 8B), NAO
(Figure 8E), and Nino34 (Figure 8F), such as in China (higher than 0.4).

Figure 9A shows information on mean summertime fSCA in HMA, with much lower
snow cover shown in the domain compared to the wintertime, mostly due to the higher
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temperatures experienced in the summer. Some regions in the Himalayas and Inner Tibetan
Plateau experience fSCA higher than 0.02 in the summer (Figure 9A), with the remainder
of the domain seeing close to 0 snow cover area. When estimating the relationship of
summertime fSCA with the MoVs, no noticeable regions emerged as potentially having a
significant relationship with the AO (Figure 9B) or NAO (Figure 9E), except for the AO,
which has a small region of negative correlation in the Hindu Kush region (lower than
−0.2). The Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 9C) has different regions of negative correlation
(as low as −0.2), such as in the Himalayas and the Karakoram, and a region of positive
correlation (higher than 0.2) near central China. For the IOD (Figure 9D) and Nino34
(Figure 9F), there are some regions with positive correlation (as high as 0.3) throughout
HMA, such as the Himalayas for the IOD and the Karakoram for Nino34.
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3.5. Time-Lagged Cross-Correlation of MoVs with Climate Variables

Figure 10 shows the results from the time-lagged cross-correlation analysis of the MoVs
with the spatially averaged climate variable timelines during the winter (DJF) months.
These figures show the strength of the signal at each time window. A peak in the negative
time lag can indicate that knowing the MoV can help predict the climate variable, whereas a
peak in the positive time lag can indicate that knowing the climate variable can help predict
the MoV. For T2M during the winter (Figure 10A–E), the lagged cross-correlation with
the AO, Eurasian, and Nino34 data did not show any strong correlations, whereas for the
IOD and NAO, there is a low-to-moderate correlation, with a peak of ~0.15 at the 0-month
mark. Similar patterns can be seen for the relationships of the MoVs with wintertime
precipitation (Figure 10F–J) and snow cover (Figure 10 K–O), with peak correlations of ~0.2
at the 0-month mark. This positive lagged cross-correlation between the IOD and NAO and
the climate variables can indicate that higher T2M, PRECTOT, and fSCA can be expected
on average in the HMA region whenever the IOD and NAO are in the positive phases in
the winter. These results reinforce those shown in Figures 6 and 8.
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Figure 10. Winter (DJF) time-lag cross-correlation plots for each MoV and climate variable pair are
shown here. The spatial means of the climate variables were taken at each time step and used for
this analysis. At a time lag of 0, the value shows the lagged cross-correlation between the MoV
and the climate variable at the same time steps (0 lag). For negative time lags, the value shows the
lagged cross-correlation between the MoV prior to the timestep of the climate variable (e.g., lagged
cross-correlation between AO at time t and T2M at time t+lag). For positive time lags, the value shows
the lagged cross-correlation between the MoV after the timestep of the climate variable (e.g., lagged
cross-correlation between AO at time t+lag and T2M at time t). The maximum time lag analyzed in
this plot is 6 months (A–O).
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Figure 11 shows the results from the time-lagged cross-correlation analysis of the
MoVs with the spatially averaged climate variable timelines during the summer (JJA)
months. In the summertime (Figure 11), there seems to be more predictability than in
the winter (Figure 10). For T2M during the summer (Figure 11A–E), the lagged cross-
correlation with the AO, Eurasian teleconnection, and NAO had negative relationships,
whereas the correlations with the IOD and Nino34 had positive relationships, with peaks
at the 0-month mark of nearly −0.2 and +0.2, respectively. Very similar results can be
seen for summertime precipitation (Figure 11F–J) and snow cover (Figure 11K–O). This
positive lagged cross-correlation between the IOD and Nino34 and the climate variables
can indicate that higher T2M, PRECTOT, and fSCA can be expected on average in the
HMA region whenever the IOD and Nino34 are in the positive phases in the summer. The
opposite can be expected for the AO, Eurasian teleconnection, and NAO, where lower T2M,
PRECTOT, and fSCA can be expected on average in the HMA region whenever these MoVs
are positive in the summer. These results reinforce those shown in Figures 5, 7 and 9.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Implications of Evident Correlations between MoVs and Climate in HMA

In this section, we aim to answer some of the questions regarding the search for
evidence that shows relationships between the considered MoVs and climate variables
in HMA. If any relationships exist, this work also searches for specific regions that ex-
hibit significant correlations. If this is found, we aim to explore the implications of these
relationships for both scientific understanding as well as for predictability.

To this end, there are some obvious patterns and relationships that emerge. For
example, Figure 4 shows the relationship between wintertime T2M and the MoVs explored
in this study, and the mountain ranges just north of Afghanistan, also known as the
Karakoram and Hindu Kush regions, show a significant negative correlation for the AO
(Figure 4B), Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 4C), and NAO (Figure 4E). This is also shown
for a large region in central China and eastern India for the Eurasian teleconnection. This
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implies that when either the AO, Eurasian teleconnection, or NAO is in the positive
phase of their oscillation, colder temperatures can be expected in these regions of HMA
in the winter. As for summertime T2M, a similar finding can be seen in Figure 5C, which
shows a significant negative correlation with the Eurasian teleconnection in the Inner
Tibetan Plateau and central and southern China, but a significant positive correlation in
northwestern China. This finding suggests that when the Eurasian teleconnection is in the
positive (negative) phase of its oscillation, colder temperatures can be expected in the Inner
Tibetan Plateau and central China (northwestern China) in the summer.

For exploring relationships between MoVs and wintertime precipitation in HMA,
Figure 6 shows that there are some regions that have a significant positive correlation with
the IOD (Figure 6D), such as India, the Himalayas, and the Inner Tibet Plateau. Further-
more, the remaining MoVs also have a positive correlation with wintertime precipitation in
various regions, especially some regions within China for the AO (Figure 6B) and NAO
(Figure 6E). In India, however, there is a region that shows a negative correlation with the
AO and NAO. These results imply that when any of the MoVs are in the positive phase of
their oscillation, especially the IOD, wetter conditions can be expected in most of the HMA
region in the winter. For summertime precipitation (Figure 7), there are mostly negative
correlations with the MoVs, especially the Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 7C). This indi-
cates that when the MoVs are in their positive phase in the summer, drier conditions can be
expected in different parts of HMA. The exception here is shown in the Indian subcontinent,
where summertime PRECTOT has a significant positive correlation with the AO (Figure 7B)
and IOD (Figure 7D).

As for the relationships between MoVs and wintertime fSCA in HMA, Figure 8 shows
evidence of similar relationships as those shown for wintertime precipitation in Figure 6.
That is, some regions have a significant positive correlation with the IOD (Figure 8D),
such as the Himalayas and Inner Tibet Plateau, and the remaining MoVs also have a
positive correlation with wintertime fSCA in various regions, especially some regions in the
Karakoram and within China for the AO (Figure 8B), Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 8C),
NAO (Figure 8E), and Nino34 (Figure 8F). These results highlight similar patterns as those
for wintertime precipitation, which imply that when any of the MoVs are in the positive
phase of their oscillation, especially the IOD, more snow cover can be expected in most
of the HMA region in the winter. For summertime fSCA (Figure 9) in HMA, there are
rare clear relationships that emerge in our study that exhibit any patterns or significant
correlations, except for the Eurasian teleconnection (Figure 9C), which shows a negative
correlation in the Himalayas, and the IOD (Figure 9D) and Nino34 (Figure 9F), which
show a positive correlation in some parts of HMA, indicating that there could be some
predictability of summertime snow cover in these regions associated with the Eurasian
teleconnection, IOD, or Nino34.

4.2. Connecting Results to Previous Findings and Underlying Physical Mechanisms

When the AO is strongly positive, a strong, mid-latitude jet stream steers storms
northward, reducing cold air outbreaks in the mid-latitudes [21]. This is confirmed by our
results in Figures 2B and 3B, which show a northward shift of a positive correlation pattern
between the AO and z250 between winter and summer over Europe. Figures 4B and 6B
also confirm this, with regions in the northernmost part of the domain showing a positive
correlation between the AO and wintertime temperature and a negative correlation with
precipitation. This may be explained by the AO being characterized by non-seasonal,
sea-level pressure anomalies of one sign in the Arctic balanced by anomalies of the opposite
sign centered at about 37–45◦ N [21]. When the AO index is positive, surface pressure is
high in the polar region. This helps the middle latitude jet stream to blow strongly and
consistently from west to east, thus keeping cold Arctic air locked in the polar region. When
the AO index is negative, there tends to be low pressure in the polar region, weaker zonal
winds, and greater movement of frigid polar air into middle latitudes [21].
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For the Eurasian teleconnection, the results in Figure 5C, Figure 7C, and Figure 9C
show positive correlations with temperatures and negative correlations with precipitation
and snow cover in the summer in western China, near the Hindu Kush and Karakoram
regions. Therefore, in this region, we find that the positive phase of the Eurasian tele-
connection may cause higher temperatures as well as less rainfall, which results in less
overall snow cover in the summer. These results reinforce previous findings that state
that the Eurasian teleconnection explains up to 20% of the interannual variance of surface
temperature over East Asia and that the positive phase of the Eurasian teleconnection
produces less precipitation over eastern and central Asia [22].

When the IOD is in the positive phase, sea-surface temperatures and precipitation in
the western Indian Ocean region are higher than normal, with a corresponding cooling of
waters in the eastern Indian Ocean [24]. When the IOD is in the negative phase, the opposite
conditions occur, with warmer water and greater precipitation in the eastern Indian Ocean
and cooler and drier conditions in the west. Our results extend the understanding of the
IOD’s impact on weather and climate in HMA, and Figure 4D, Figure 6D, and Figure 8D
indicate that when the IOD is in the positive phase, there are lower temperatures as well as
higher precipitation rates that result in a higher snow cover area in HMA in the winter.

For the NAO, like the AO, a positive phase can cause mid-latitude jet streams to shift
northward, reducing precipitation rates and decreasing cold air outbreaks, which, in turn,
causes higher temperatures. Our results show that a positive NAO phase in the winter
can result in lower temperatures over some parts of HMA, such as the Hindu Kush region
(Figure 4E), and a positive phase in the summer can result in higher temperatures and
lower precipitation rates in this region (Figures 5E and 7E), which can lead to lower snow
cover (Figure 9E) in this region. This can be explained by the fact that westerly winds
blowing across the Atlantic bring moist air into Europe and, in years when westerlies are
strong, summers are cooler, winters are mild, and rain is frequent [32]. If westerlies are
suppressed, the temperature is more extreme in summer and winter, leading to heat waves,
deep freezes, and reduced rainfall. However, these correlations for the NAO are generally
higher for regions in Europe [32] compared to the results reported here for the HMA region.

A positive Nino34, or the El Niño phase, coincides with colder temperatures in the
southeast and warmer temperatures in the northwest parts of the domain in the winter
(Figure 4F) and can be related to warmer conditions over India and cooler conditions in
the Karakoram and Inner Tibetan Plateau in the summer (Figure 5F). Our results show
evidence that during the El Niño phase, wetter conditions can be expected in the winter
(Figure 6F), which can result in more snow cover (Figure 8F), and drier conditions are
expected in the summer (Figure 7F); yet, higher amounts of snow cover (Figure 9F) could be
due to the cooler temperatures (Figure 5F), which could result in more precipitation falling
as snow or less overall snowmelt. Our results match those reported in [2], which showed
that the positive phases of Nino34 have been shown to increase precipitation in the western
Himalayan region during the winter, attributed to increased convergence over southeastern
Asia due to increased subsidence over the maritime continent [33,34]. Furthermore, [35]
explains that increased precipitation in central southwest Asia during winter-season El
Niño years is mainly attributed to a deepened trough over central southwest Asia, with
cyclonic circulation that enhances southwesterly flows and moist air advection from the
Indian Ocean basin into central southwest Asia.

In a broader context, [33] found that the interannual variability of precipitation in
northwestern India is influenced by the AO, NAO, and Nino34 modes, and reported that
wetter conditions are associated with the positive phase of AO/NAO and the warm phase
of Nino34, which match the findings in our study shown for the winter (e.g., Figure 6B,E,F).
Their study also reported a physical mechanism for such an effect, by which western
disturbances are intensified over northwestern India by the intensification of the Asian
westerly jet stream over the Middle East during the positive phase of AO/NAO and the
shift and intensification of the Asian jet to the lower latitudes during the warm phase of
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Nino34. Furthermore, [16] reported high correlations in December between the IOD and
Nino34 and snow depth, which match the results we find here for snow cover (Figure 8D,F).

4.3. Potential Sources of Predictability

The results shown here do hint at relationships in the Earth’s climate system that
can offer some sources of predictability, and a deeper look into the results may provide
additional details. For example, the impact of the Eurasian teleconnection is emphasized in
Figures 2C and 3C, which seem to provide some clues to explain the correlations of HMA
temperature and precipitation for both seasons. When the Eurasian teleconnection is in the
positive phase, south-westerlies over the western side of HMA and northwesterlies over
the eastern side of HMA can be expected in winter (Figure 2C), and anticyclonic circulation
is feasible in summer (Figure 3C). This pattern can lead to warmer conditions over the
western side and cooler conditions over the eastern side of HMA in both seasons, consistent
with Figures 4C and 5C. This pattern (i.e., Figures 2C and 3C) may not have a clear effect
on precipitation in winter, but a negative effect on precipitation is possible in summer due
to the anticyclonic circulation cell, matching well with Figures 6C and 7C.

Another method that was implemented in this study to gain insight into predictability
was the lag of the period in which the lagged cross-correlations were made (Figures 10 and 11).
In the results shown in Figures 2–9, correlations were estimated from the same months
the data were obtained in (e.g., DJF AO correlated with DJF T2M or JJA IOD correlated
with JJA fSCA). These results represented the spatial variability of the correlation maps,
but the temporal relationships were constrained to those in the same months. However,
modes of climate variability can impact weather patterns many months or years later, or,
the alternative can happen, where the state of the climate system may impact modes of
climate variability many months later. For example, the development of a strong El Niño
(i.e., strongly positive Nino34 index) can be accompanied by wet or dry conditions in
various places of the globe several months later [20]. Or, conversely, it is speculated that
the state of the snow cover extent in HMA can affect the formation of MoVs by accelerating
or delaying their oscillations and magnitudes. For instance, it has been shown that the
amount of Tibetan winter snow can impact the Asian summer monsoon and rainfall where,
in low snow years, there is high rainfall over south and southeast Asia and, in heavy snow
years, the opposite occurs [17]. Hence, the time-lagged cross-correlation analysis shown in
Figures 10 and 11 can provide some details regarding predictability on different timescales.

Although these time-lagged cross-correlations considered different temporal windows
of correlation, the spatial characteristics of that analysis were restricted to cover the spatially
averaged dynamics of the climate variables seen for the whole HMA domain. So, future
studies can utilize time lags in investigations of the lagged cross-correlations between
different MoVs and the climate in HMA for specific regions of HMA. This more defined
spatiotemporal analysis may shed some light on the predictability of climate variables
many months ahead of time and for specific regions within HMA and can potentially offer
some clues on the different sources of predictability that exist in Earth’s climate system,
especially pertaining to the HMA region. For example, the Eurasian teleconnection has a
well-defined relationship with wintertime temperature and precipitation in specific regions,
and there is a clear signal in the relationship between the IOD and wintertime precipitation
and snow cover in specific regions of HMA. Information from these specific regions can be
extracted for a more refined test using the lag-correlation analysis examined in this study,
and a higher level of predictability can potentially be identified that relates these MoVs to
the climate variables at precise time lags and for specific locations.

4.4. Caveats of the Current Study

The dynamics investigated in the data here can allow us to understand how telecon-
nections in the Earth system affect climate variables throughout the globe on a monthly
timescale, which allows us to probe the limits of predictability that can be relevant for
S2S forecasting. Future studies can look at how teleconnections in the Earth system affect
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climate variables throughout the globe on different timescales, such as days or years, which
can be beneficial for weather forecasting or climate studies, respectively. Furthermore,
future investigations can consider different climate variables that may have an impact on
conditions characteristic to or associated with specific weather events, such as humidity
and soil moisture for droughts and heat waves or wind speed and direction associated with
winter storms.

Spatially, the results presented here cover the broad HMA region. Figures 2–9 show
correlation results spatially, which allows one to understand the relationships between
MoVs and climate variables for each grid cell. However, Figures 10 and 11 show lagged
cross-correlation results for spatially averaged climate variable dynamics. It is assumed that
considering more local regions for the lagged cross-correlation analysis in Figures 10 and 11
may generate stronger signals that show more robust relationships between the MoVs and
the climate variables in specific domains within HMA.

An important factor in our study is the use of MERRA-2 data, which has been shown
to have potential biases in temperature, precipitation, and snow cover for HMA [18,36,37].
We hypothesize that using other reanalysis data in this investigation, such as ERA5, would
result in similar findings [38]. However, other data sources, such as model data or infor-
mation from remote sensing can still present their own issues like resolution and data
consistency and completeness. The benefit of using MERRA-2 is that it offers a systematic
and consistent source of information for the climate variables investigated in this study.
Future work on this topic can incorporate different streams of data to have a more thorough
investigation into each climate variable and its relationship with the different MoVs in
this study.

Another caveat in this study relates to the regions within HMA that have persistent as
well as ephemeral snow cover. Variability in fSCA will only be in the ephemeral regions,
which, for the most part, will not have snow in JJA. Therefore, many of the results in
Figures 8 and 9 are subject to this caveat, and any relationships of fSCA with MoVs may be
diminished because of this lack of variability in fSCA. However, the first-order correlations
of fSCA with the MoVs considered here are still presented and discussed in this paper for
completeness. An alternative to using snow cover information (fSCA) could be to use snow
water equivalent (SWE); however, from investigations conducted outside of this paper, we
found that the correlations of fSCA and SWE with different MoVs were nearly identical.
For this reason, we chose to use the fSCA variable.

Lastly, an important caveat in this study is the assumption that there have not been
any temporal changes or trends in the strength of the MoVs or in the dynamics of the
climate data. In other words, this study assumed that the long-term MoV dynamics and
their impact on subsequent climate variables are stationary. There might not be enough
years in the data to thoroughly test for this assumption. Therefore, the results presented in
this paper implicitly assume stationarity in time for the MoVs and the climate data.

5. Conclusions

This study explored the relationships between various modes of climate variability
and climate variables in the HMA region for the winter and summer seasons. We found that
the correlation patterns between the MoVs and z250 remain mostly unchanged between
winter and summer for most climate variables considered.

5.1. Summary of Results for Individual Climate Variables

- MoVs and Temperature:

Between the MoVs and T2M, we found that when either the AO, Eurasian telecon-
nection, or NAO is in the positive phase of their oscillation, colder temperatures can be
expected in the Karakoram and Hindu Kush regions in the winter. Furthermore, when
the Eurasian teleconnection is in the positive (negative) phase of its oscillation, colder
temperatures can be expected in the Inner Tibetan Plateau and central China (northwestern
China) in the summer.
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- MoVs and Precipitation:

Between the MoVs and PRECTOT, we found that when any of the MoVs are in the
positive phase of their oscillation, especially the IOD, wetter conditions can be expected
in most of the HMA region (except for the Indian subcontinent) in the winter. For sum-
mertime precipitation, we found that when the MoVs are in their positive phase in the
summer, drier conditions can be expected in different parts of HMA (again except for the
Indian subcontinent).

- MoVs and Snow cover:

Between the MoVs and fSCA, like with precipitation, we found that when any of the
MoVs are in the positive phase of their oscillation, especially the IOD, more snow cover can
be expected in most of the HMA region in the winter. As for summertime fSCA, no clear
relationships emerged in our study that exhibit any patterns or significant correlations,
except for some predictability of summertime snow cover in the Himalayas and Karakoram
associated with the Eurasian teleconnection, IOD, or Nino34.

5.2. Summary of Results for Individual MoVs

- Arctic Oscillation (AO):

We also showed that the AO and NAO generally show very similar correlation patterns
for all climate variables, especially in the winter. More specifically, we found that when
the AO is strongly positive, there is a northward shift of a positive correlation pattern
between the AO and z250 between winter and summer over Europe. Furthermore, we saw
a positive correlation between the AO and wintertime temperature in the northern parts of
the domain and a negative correlation in the Karakoram and Hindu Kush regions. Lastly
for the AO, our results showed a negative correlation with precipitation in the Inner Tibet
Plateau and a positive correlation in the Indian subcontinent in the winter, and the opposite
is true in the summer. For the relationship between snow cover and the AO, similar results
were found as those for precipitation.

- North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO):

As for the NAO, a positive NAO phase in the winter can result in lower temperatures
over some parts of HMA, such as the Hindu Kush region, and a positive phase in the
summer can result in higher temperatures and lower precipitation rates, which can lead to
lower snow cover in this region. Generally, results shown for the NAO in the winter match
those for the AO in the winter.

- Eurasian teleconnection:

We found that the positive phase of the Eurasian teleconnection in the summer may
cause higher temperatures as well as less rainfall near the Karakoram, which results in
less overall snow cover. In the Inner Tibet Plateau, the positive phase of the Eurasian
teleconnection in the summer may cause lower temperatures. Furthermore, the positive
phase of the Eurasian teleconnection in the winter may cause lower temperatures.

- Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD):

For the IOD, we found that when the IOD is in the positive phase, there are lower
temperatures as well as higher precipitation rates, which result in a higher snow cover area
in HMA in the winter. In the summer, we found that when the IOD is in the positive phase,
there are higher precipitation rates in the Indian subcontinent and a higher snow cover
area mountain regions of HMA.

- El Niño Southern Oscillation (Nino34):

Lastly, we found that a positive Nino34, or the El Niño phase, coincides with colder
temperatures in the southeast and warmer temperatures in the northwestern parts of the
domain in the winter, and can be related to warmer conditions over India and cooler
conditions in the Karakoram and Inner Tibetan Plateau in the summer. During the El Niño
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phase, wetter conditions can be expected in the winter, which can result in more snow
cover, and drier conditions are expected in the summer, though with higher amounts of
snow cover, which could be due to the cooler temperatures.

5.3. Closing Thoughts

We also investigated the effect of time lag on the cross-correlations since MoVs can
impact weather patterns many months later, or, alternatively, the state of the climate
system may impact MoVs many months later. Our discussion aimed to explore some of
the physical mechanisms that explain the results reported here and tried to connect our
findings to the broader literature. Our results helped highlight specific regions within HMA
or specific time windows that experience a correlation between climate and different modes
of variability and shed light on future areas of research that can uncover a fundamental
scientific understanding of these phenomena, with the aim of potentially finding different
sources of predictability in the Earth system.
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